
  

where feminists craft Technologies of One's Own

Feminist Tech Initiatives;



  

Is technology
...magic?

Shutterstock image for “tech” & “software”A dangerous meme



  

The spectacle of  “high-tech”;

Announcing Amazon Web Services DeepComposer

binaries: expert/user ~ producer/consumer



  

a stereotype that feeds on itself

The male geek;

Big Bang Theory characters Vacancy for software developer



  

Who is being served?

Autonomy or Dependency?



  

The importance of being dependent;
who is funding Tech Research?

Jeffrey Epstein with MIT Professor Marvin Minsky



  

Call for action;
“actively take steps to change the power dynamics”



  

Hackerspaces;
where people are more than just consumers and users

Hackerspace in Helsinki Hackerspace in Athens



  

F/LOSS movements;
claim the right to use, study, modify and share software

Linux Mint (Ubuntu) Xfce desktop environment, 
VLC, GIMP, VIM, Calculator, Calendar and Firefox. Fosdem conference 2019



  

political resistance & activism

Commons & Communities;



  

Gender diversity in Tech and F/LOSS;



  

creation of collective memory

Documenting gender exclusions;



  

1. Dependency in a Tech Industry whose main goal is 
ever-growing profit

2. Hackerspaces & F/LOSS open up the access and 
engagement with technological knowledge and practices

3. Gender gap, exclusions and sexist incidents in Tech 
Industry as well as in F/LOSS

Main points;



  

/ETC;
a Feminist international Tech event



  

/ETC;
discussions and tutorials

Mail Servers & Delta Chat Data on a map, using leaflet



  

/ETC;
workshops and performances

Hardware crash course Role-playing performance



  

1. to raise awareness ~ diversity and inclusivity in tech

Potential of Feminist Tech initiatives;

2. to re-politicise technologies ~ practice and critique

3. to amplify feminist narratives ~ protect feminist work



  

1. interviews of participants in feminist tech projects;

2. testimonies of gender exclusions in tech;

3. workshops about tools situated in feminist tech projects;

Project Proposal;



  

with women involved in feminist tech projects

Interviews;



  

Testimonies;
sharing stories of gender exclusion in tech



  

Workshops;
research technologies situated in Feminist Tech groups



  

Prototypes;
hackpacts & Py.rate.chnic session



  

Next steps;
1. continue interviews and transcriptions;

2. experiment with methods of publishing testimonies;

3. build the research group, find place for meetings;



  

Points to reflect;
How will this research become one publication?

What medium would fit for it?

Who would find this research useful?


